Our Experience
At Exeter International we have been creating memories and crafting custom-designed journeys for 27 years.
We are a team of specialists committed to providing the best travel experiences in our destinations. Each of
our experts has either travelled extensively on reconnaissance trips, or has lived in their area of expertise, giving
us unparalleled first-hand knowledge. Because we focus on specific parts of the globe, we return to the same
destinations many times, honing our experience over the years.
Knowledgeable Up-to-the-Minute Local Information
We are best placed to give you advice about traveling to Europe and beyond; from logistics and new protocols
in museums, hotels and restaurants in each country. We are here to expertly guide you through the new normal
in travel.
Original Custom Programs, Meticulously Planned
Our experts speak your language both literally and culturally. Our advice and recommendations are impartial,
honest, and always have the individual in mind. We save valuable time in pre-trip research and focus on
developing experiences that enrich and enhance your experience. Once on your journey you will have complete
peace of mind with our local 24-hour contact person who is on hand to coordinate any changes in your program
or help you in the case of any emergency.
Hand-Selected Guides
We know that guides are one of the most important components of any travel experience. That is why we only
use local experts who have a history of working with our guests and whom we know personally. We are
extremely particular in selecting our guides and are confident that they will be one of the most memorable
aspects of any of our trips.
Flexible Deposit
We prepay deposits for services so we can access the top guides, the best drivers and maintain preferred
partnerships with our partner hotels. Our deposit to confirm services is 25% of the total trip cost. We want
you to feel confident to book but also know that we are sensitive to current circumstances. Therefore, 15% of
this deposit is refundable up to 31 days prior to departure if you are unable to travel for any reason. 10% of
the deposit will be retained as a future travel credit for up to 3 years. Future travel will be priced at prevailing
rates. If it is determined that you are unable to travel within 31 days of the start of services, all deposits paid
will be converted to a future travel credit, less nonrefundable funds committed on your behalf and tickets such
as train or theater tickets. This credit may also be applied to our sister travel companies: Almaz Journeys and
Exeter Safari Company.
Financial Stability
We are proud to be recognized by Allianz Insurance on their list of covered travel suppliers to give you
additional peace of mind.

Today, your guide will introduce you to the charming town of Bergen. Just steps from your hotel is the Old
Bryggen, the original settlement of Bergen. Here just ten of the original gabled houses on the harbor still stand.
Your guide will take you to see Haakon’s Hall, the 13th-century royal residency of Bergen.
The city’s oldest surviving church, St. Mary’s, dates back to the 11th century. The Hanseatic merchants
worshipped in this church and the detailing is testament to their generous donations.
The fish market is a “must see” and can be quite lively with locals. This is the place to sample different types of
fish and meats. Try to taste the difference between wild or farmed salmon or maybe sample some reindeer
sausage.
Afterwards, your guide will take you on the funicular to the Fløv Mountains for a truly spectacular view
overlooking the city.
Vehicle, Driver & Guide (4 Hours)

Cost of the Program:

•
•
•
•
•

Number of
Travelers

Per Person Price

2

$925

4

$525

6

$400

8

$325

All prices are per person.
Surcharge for Holidays
Prices for larger groups available upon request.
Spanish or Portuguese-speaking guides are possible at a slightly higher rate.
Prices are subject to change based on customization for each traveler and on port dates.

Meals
No meals included.

Services
Private vehicle, driver and guide at your service as described. The timing for each day is noted in your program.
Exeter International’s local offices are available for your assistance 24 hours per day while you are traveling. Our
local staff may also assist you with restaurant reservations and purchasing of additional theater and museum
tickets at your request.
Transportation
Transportation is included as noted. Unless otherwise noted, all transfer service is with a driver only, not a
guide. In general, drivers have limited English-speaking skills. Timing for each day is noted in your program.
Guides
Hand chosen for their knowledge on local history, art & architecture. Guides are at your disposal as noted in
your itinerary.

Tickets
All entrance tickets as described in the program.

Exeter International Travel Information
Shore Tour Documents
Shore tour documents are electronic and are emailed approximately two weeks prior to travel. These include
all the emergency contact details you will need. You have your choice of receiving these via PDF or via the
AXUS app.
SIGHTSEEING
Sightseeing arrangements have been made with your special interests in mind. Your drivers and guides are at
your disposal as indicated in the itinerary. Within those time and mileage guidelines, you are free to modify
your program as you please. Should you require additional time or mileage, the costs will be quoted on request
and may be paid for locally in the local currency or U.S. Dollars.
Every effort has been made to confirm that scheduled sightseeing venues will be open at the time you plan to
visit them. However, individual estates, museums, gardens and other points of interest can change their hours
of operation at short notice. In the event that a particular attraction is closed on the day or time of your visit,
your guide will offer alternative arrangements or rearrange your sightseeing to accommodate these unexpected
events.
OPTIONAL EXPENSES
Charges for extra meals, transport, sightseeing services or other optional additions to your established itinerary
are your responsibility and must be paid locally in the local currency.
GRATUITIES
Gratuities are not included in your tour price and are at your own discretion. Please see your final documents
for tipping suggestions.
DINING WITH YOUR GUIDE
On days when dinner and lunch costs have not been included in your itinerary (or in your tour cost), you may,
at your discretion, choose to invite your guide to dine with your party. You are under no obligation to do so
but, if you do extend such an invitation, the guide is your guest and you will be responsible for the cost of his/her
meal.
REFUNDS
We regret that refunds cannot be issued for arrangements confirmed on your itinerary but unused once your
tour has begun.
INSURANCE
Exeter International strongly recommends the purchase of travel insurance to protect your investment. You
will find insurance costs noted on your invoice and insurance coverage information in your original booking
packet.
PRICES AND ARRANGEMENTS
The tour price includes planning, handling and operational charges. Rates are quoted in US Dollars on the current
rate of exchange and tariff as of 2020. Exeter International reserves the right to increase tour prices to cover
increased costs, tariffs and taxes, and to reflect fluctuations in foreign exchange markets. Devaluation of a
foreign currency will be weighed against any tariff increases imposed. Exeter International does not breakdown
costs involved in any Small Group or Individual Travel Program.

All arrangements are subject to availability and modification if necessary.
Prices are subject to change if necessary until paid in full.
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